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The CampbellLBaker-Hausdorlf-Dynkin formula IS a special case of a simpler 
and more general formula for the solution of nonautonomous systems of tirst order 
ordinary differential equations in terms of autonomous systems. Specifically, sup- 
pose u(t) takes values in a C’ manifold and satisfies the initial value problem 
u’(t) = A(t)(u(t)), u(O) = a, where A(t) is a vector field on the manifold depending 
continuously on t. Then 
(here exp z(a) means the solution at s = 1 to I:‘(S) = ~(t!(,s)), r(O) = a) for 
as, t-0, where T,(t)={sEW’:O<SI<S2< ... <s,<t), P, is the set of per- 
mutations on {l,..., r}, e(o) is the number of errors in ordering consecutive terms in 
(o(l),..., c(r)}, and [ ] is the usual commutator of vector tields. Under appropriate 
analyticity assumptions the series for z(t) is convergent for small t. This formula 
gives an explicit formulation of results of K-T. Chen published in 1957. 
Applications are given to problems in sub-Riemannian geometry, and to improving 
convergence estimates for the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff-Dynkin formula in the 
context of Banach algebras. Our formula can be thought of as a noncommutative 
generalization of the familiar formula u(t) = a exp(S; A(s) ds) in the scalar linear 
case, in the same way that the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff-Dynkin formula is a 
noncommutative generalization of the familiar formula e‘e’ = r‘ + ‘. (_ 1987 ACddanlC 
Press, Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff-Dynkin formula is the identity 
exp x exp y = exp z, where 
z=x+y+; [xy] 
(- l)‘“-‘(ad y)4m(ad x)“~... (ad y)41(ad x)“’ 
m(CE I (Pi+ 4i)) II?= 1 (Pi!4i!) ’ 
(C-B-H-D) 
where the inner sum is over all m-tuples of pairs of nonnegative integers 
(p,, q,) such that pi+qi>O (of course either p, = 1 or p, =O, q, = 1) and 
ad x(y) = [xy] (we adopt the convention ad x = x in order to simplify the 
notation). Here x and y may be regarded as noncommuting variables, and 
(C-B-H-D) holds as an identity between formal power series where 
[xy] = xy - yx. It is a purely combinatorial statement, in that the number 
of terms on both sides of the equation which are homogeneous of a fixed 
degree are finite in number. On the other hand, there are many instances 
when the infinite series on the right side of (C-B-H-D) can be interpreted 
as convergent (e.g., if x and y are square matrices). 
There are two important aspects of (C-B-H-D). The first is that the 
element z is a formal series in elements of the free Lie algebra generated by 
x and y. The second is the explicit nature of the coefficients (first obtained 
by Dynkin CD]). For many applications only the first aspect is important, 
and when the second aspect is used it is usually just the first three terms 
x + y + $ [xy] that matter. I think it is worth pointing out that the explicit 
nature of the coefficients is really deceptive. There are two reasons for this. 
First, the identical term may appear many times in the series. For example, 
[[xy] y] appears four times: 
(a) m=l, (p1~ql)=(1,2), 
(b) m=2, (p1,q,,p2,q2)=(1, l,O, l), 
(c) m=2, (~,,q~,p~,q~)=(1,0,0,2), 
(4 m=% (p1~q,,p2,q2,p3,q3)=(1,0,0, LO, 1). 
Second, distinct terms are not necessarily linearly independent as elements 
in the free Lie algebra generated by x and y. Aside from such obvious 
relations as [xy] = - [yx], there are less obvious ones such as 
CC[Ivl xl ~1 = C[ICxyI ~1 xl (a ~1 easant exercise using the Jacobi iden- 
tity). A truly explicit formula would give 
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where (pZ (.u, y) runs over a basis for the free Lie algebra generated by .\- and 
J’. Such bases can be described algorithmically by a procedure due to Hall 
(see Bourbaki [Bo, Chap. II, Sect. 21, but an explicit description of the 
basis cp, seems difficult enough, and the computation of the coefficients (.I 
seems hopelessly complicated. The moral of the story is not to fault (C-B- 
H-D) for concealing the more complicated but honest identity (*), but to 
laud it for taking the incomprehensible (*) and rendering it more 
intelligible. 
Now there is a way of thinking about (C-B-H-D) as a statement about 
solutions of differential equations. For t E 58 we have exp( tx) as the solution 
of U’ = UX, u(0) = 1, and exp(x) = u( 1). The element exp(.u) exp( y) is u(2) 
where u(t) is the solution of the initial value problem 
where 
24’ = z&d(t), u(0) = I, (1.V.P) 
A(t)= x i 
if O<t<l 
I if 1 < t < 2. 
Thus (C-B-H-D) tells us how to solve the nonautonomous (1.V.P) in terms 
of solutions of the autonomous (1.V.P) for exp Z. It is natural to ask if the 
solution of the general (1.V.P) (say, for A(r) piecewise continuous) can be 
written exp z(t) where z(t) is given by a formula generalizing (C-B-H-D). 
The answer is not only that this is possible (this has been known since 
[Ch 11) but the formula is in some ways simpler than (C-B-H-D). 
To describe this formula we introduce some notation. For t > 0 let T,,(t) 
denote the simplex in R” given by 
{.sER”:O<S,<SZ< “’ <s,,<t}. 
Let P, denote the permutation group on (1,2,..., n), an for each 0 E P,, let 
e(o) denote the number of “errors” in the ordering o(l), o(2),..., a(n), i.e., 
the cardinality of the set {j<.: cr(,j) > o(j+ l)}. The generalized 
Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff-Dynkin formula is then 
x c ... CA(s,,,,) 4cT(Z))I .‘. 1 Akr(,,)l d. (GC-B-H-D) 
(Note that the first term, IZ = 1, is the familiar formula for the solution in 
the case that all A(s) commute.) In principle we can recover (C-B-H-D) 
from this by substituting the particular choice of A(t), and evaluating at 
f = 2, although we do not obtain the identical expression, but rather a dif- 
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ferent path to (*), and one which appears to yield better convergence 
estimates. At the risk of being tedious, we carry out the computation for 
n=l,2,3.Forn=l wehavesimplyjiA(s,)ds=x+y.Forn=2wehave 
two permutations, G = (12) with e = 0 and cr = (21) with e = 1, and the 
corresponding terms are $1: jz [A(s,) A(s,)] ds, ds, and --a 1; SS 
[IA A(s,)] ds,ds, which are equal. But [A(s,) A(s,)] = [xy] if 
0 <s, < 1 < s2 < 2 and otherwise zero (for s, < s2) and so we obtain 
2.4 [xy] = i [xy] for the terms homogeneous of degree 2. For n = 3 we 
divide the six permutations into three groupings: (123) with e = 0, (321) 
with e=2, and (132), (312), (213) (231) with e= 1. The n=3 term is thus 
t s (CCA(Sl) A(Sdl AtSAl+ CCAb.3) A( A( r,(*) 
because of the cancellation of 
CCNSl) A(s,)I A(h)1 + CCAbJ A( &*)I. 
This simplifies to 
(so far this computation is valid for all functions A(t)). Now for the first 
term we have as before that [A(s,) A(Q)] = 0 unless s1 < 1 <s2 whence 
CC&l) 4.41 Nsdl = CC.vl ~1 and 
s ds = + 0 < s, < I < sj < sj < 2 
and for the second term we must have 0 <s, < sZ < 1 <sj < 2 whence 
CC4s2) 4.41 A( = CCXYI xl and again 
s ds = 4 0 <.s, c s* < 1 < “3 < 2 
so we obtain A [ [xy] y] - & [xy] x]. For the sake of comparison, the 
reader is invited to compute these terms directly from (C-B-H-D). We will 
not reproduce the details, but the computation of the n = 4 terms yields 
-& [[ [xy] x] y]. Although there are 24 permutations to be considered, 
by grouping them in (&cd), (&cd) pairs one can immediately eliminate the 
four pairs (1324)-(3124), (1423)-(4123), (1432)-(4132) and (2431)-(4231) 
for which the value of e does not change, and so there are only eight 
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integrals to evaluate (although those corresponding to (1342) and (2413) 
yield two terms each). 
Although we have stated (G.C-B-H-D) as a formula for solving linear 
differential equations, it in fact specializes to results about nonlinear 
systems of ordinary differential equations. Consider the general first order 
nonautonomous nonlinear system u’( t ) = A(t) (u( t )), u(0) = u, where u( t ) 
takes values in [w” and A(t) takes values in vector fields in Iw”. Then 
u(t) = exp(z(t)) a where z(t) is the vector field, given by (G.C-B-H-D). In 
this case we can prove convergence of the series locally if the vector fields 
A(t) are analytic. Of course we still have to solve a nonlinear differential 
equation to obtain exp(z(t)), but it is an autonomous equation. 
We will give two derivations of (G.C-B-H-D). The first (in Sect. 2) uses 
(C-B-H-D) and a variant of Euler’s method for solving differential 
equations. The second (in Sect. 3) uses a Volterra expansion for the 
solution of the differential equation, and is independent of (C-B-H-D), 
although it involves the same techniques as one of the standard proofs 
(as in Jacobson [J]) of (C-B-H-D). Both proofs lead to the same 
combinatorial argument. 
Many of the ideas in this paper have appeared in the works of Kuo-Tsai 
Chen. In particular [Ch l] shows that a formula like (G.C-B-H-D) must 
exist, without producing it in explicit form. Also the method of Volterra 
expansions appears in [Ch 2-51, as well as in the works of other authors 
[Brl, F, G]. Perhaps it deserves to appear more in elementary texts on 
ordinary differential equations; compared to Picard’s method it has the dis- 
advantage of not necessarily converging, but because it is linear it is more 
elegant, and in the analytic case when it does converge, it seems preferable 
to the usual power series method (plug in and solve for successive 
coefficients). 
In Section 4 we give some applications to problems in sub-Riemannian 
geometry [S] (also known as “singular Riemannian geometry” in [Br2] 
and [T] and “Carnot-Caratheodory metrics” in [M]. These applications 
were the motivation for this work, although in fact they only require the 
first two terms of (G.C-B-H-D), and so are not “honest” applications of the 
explicit form for the higher order term of (G.C-B-H-D). The essential ideal 
of these applications is quite easy to understand. Suppose we wish to con- 
struct exp t[XY] approximately if we know exp tX and exp tY. The well- 
known procedure is to take 
exp( r’12X) exp( t ‘I* Y) exp( - t l/*X) exp( - t ‘I2 Y) 
for t>O and 
exp( I tI ‘j2 Y) exp( 1 tI “*X) exp( - ) cl Ii2 Y) exp( - (21 l/*X) 
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for t < 0. It follows from (C-B-H-D) that this produces 
exp(t[xy] + O(t”‘)). This method can be extended inductively to handle 
higher brackets, although there are some subtleties due to the O(t3’2) error 
terms (see [N-S-W] for a clear exposition). 
Now suppose we allow ourselves a little more flexibility, and ask if we 
can construct exp t[XY] by solving u’(s) = a(s) X(u(s)) + h(s) Y(u(s)) on 
0 6 s d 1 for some choice of the “controls” a and b. Using (G.C-B-H-D) we 





a(s) ds = 0, b(s) ds = 0 
0 0 
and 
h”,e;v= 2ahsy solution is (for t > 0) a(s) = 2 & J cos 2n s, 
t sm 27c s. This turns out to be the optimal solution, if we 
measure the “cost” of the solution by (s,,, (a(~)~ + b(S)2) ds)“2. The cost of 
the optimal solution is 2 & ItI ‘12, as compared with the cost 4/t/ 1/2 of the 
well-known procedure. These numbers are the perimeters of the circle and 
square of area 1 tl, and in fact the proof that the given solution is optimal 
reduces to the classical isoperimetric inequality. 
As interesting open problem would be to find universal controls a(s) and 
b(s) that yield exp t[XY] exactly for all choices of X and Y (for each 
choice of X and Y such controls exist). By (G.C-B-H-D) this reduces to a 
complicated system of nonlinear integral equations, but it is not clear 
whether the system can be solved. 
2. PROOF BY EULER'S METHOD 
We begin with a simple generalization of (C-B-H-D) to products of more 
than two exponentials. If x, ,..., x, are noncommuting indeterminates then 
exp x, exp x2 . . ’ exp x, = exp z, where 
x (adx,)P-...(adx,)P~l’...(adx,)P1n... (adx,)P,,, (C-B-H-D).) 
the sum over pjk being taken over all nonnegative integers such that 
C;=, pjk >O for j= l,..., m. The proof of (C-B-H-D,) is a simple 
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modification of the proof of (C-B-H-D) in Jacobson [J]. Indeed it follows 
by induction that z belongs to the closure of the free Lie algebra generated 






log(l +u)= c x (-1)“- ’ Urn 
m=l m 
and applying Dynkin’s theorem (referred to as the Specht-Wever theorem 
in [J]) we obtain (C-B-H-D,,). (It is not possible, however, to derive (C-B- 
H-D,,) by induction from (C-B-H-D).) 
To simplify matters in this section we will assume that u(t) takes values 
in R” and A(r) (piecewise continuous) takes values in a nilpotent Lie 
algebra of vector fields on RN, so that all formulas are exact and finite. The 
general case will be treated in the next section. To solve the initial value 
problem (1.V.P) u’(t) = A(t)(u(t)), u(0) = a in the form exp z(t) a we use a 
modification of Euler’s method. We partition the interval [0, t] into n sub- 
intervals of length t/n and make A(t) constant = A ( tj) on each subinterval, 
where t, belongs to the jth subinterval. Then z(t) = lim, _ ~ z,(t) where 
expz,(r)=expiA(r,)expiA(t,)...expiA(I,) 
by the continuous dependence of the solution of (1.V.P) on the data A(t). 
Thus we need only substitute x, = (r/n) A(t,) in (C-B-H-D,,) and take the 
limit as IZ + co. 
Now the key observation is that we can ignore all terms in (C-B-H,-D) 
which repeat factors, because they will tend to zero in the limit. The reason 
for this is that an r-fold bracket [ ... [A(t,,) A(tj,)] ... ] A(tj,)] will have a 
factor (~/n)~, so only if there are on the order of nr such terms can they 
contribute in the limit. For example, consider all terms of the form 
0 t 3 CCACrj) A(zk)l A(c,)l 
in z,(t). There will be a combinatorial coefficient that does not vary with n 
(in this case A) multiplying it, and there are only n* possibilities for tj and 
tk (actually only n2 - n of these are nonzero). Since we can put an a priori 
upper bound on all triple brackets we have an estimate of cn”(t/n)’ for the 
sum of all of these, and so in the limit there is zero contribution. A similar 
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argument shows that each of the finite number of brackets with repeats can 
be ignored (the number is finite because of our simplifying assumption that 
the Lie algebra of vector fields is nilpotent). 
Now we wish to group together terms in (C-B-H,-D) with x, = A(c,) t/n 
in the following way. We set pi = C; =, pjk and r = c,“=, pj, and consider in 
each grouping those terms with the same value of pi. Since we are only 
interested in terms with pjk = 0 or 1, the coefficient will be the same, namely 
( - 1 )“- ‘/mr. Then each grouping of terms will be of the form 
IO f r(-l)m-l n my c c... CA(tkl)A(tk2)1...A(tk,)l, 
where the sum is over the values of k, ,..., k, that satisfy 
k,<k,< ... <k,, 
k YI + 1 < . . . <k,, 
k ,m~,+l-~<k,,, 
where qi=p, + ... +pi and q,, = 0. Since our special assumptions guaran- 
tee that there are only a finite number of groupings of terms, we can let 
n + 00 and obtain a Riemann integral in place of the sum. Thus 
z(r)= f i +y-‘j c ... CA(t,) A(t,)I ... 1 A( 
r=lm=l p, 
x dt, . . . dt,, 
where the integral is taken over the region determined by the inequalities 
O<f,,+6~,,+2< ... <t,,+,<t 
for 0 <j < m - 1. Such a region can be written as the union of simplices 
obtained from the basic simplex T,(t)={s~lR”: O<s,<s,< ... <s,<t} 
by permuting the variables. In fact the change of variable t, = s,(~) for each 
permutation 0 E P, shows 
s [...[A(t,)A(t,)]...]A(t,)]dt,...dt, 
=Es,,,, [I... CA(s,(,,)A(s,(,,)l... 14+,)1 4 
I 
where the sum extends over those permutations that satisfy 
a(qj+1)<a(qj+2)< “’ <Cr(qj+,) 
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for 0 d j< m - 1. Thus if we regroup the sum in terms of permutations 
OE P, we find 
z(f)= i C i (-zr ‘d(r,m. a) 
r=I rrtP,nr-I 
where d(r, m, a) is the number of ways of choosing positive integers 
p ,,..., pm with p, + ... +Pm=r satisfying cr(q,+ l)< ... <a(q,+,) for 
O<j<m- 1. 
Now we claim d(r, m, a) = [& ‘;J;J) I,] if m > e(o) + 1 and zero otherwise, 
where e(o) is the number of errors in ordering consecutive pairs a(j), 
a( j+ 1). Indeed we may think of describing the integers p, “‘p,,, with 
p, + . +,v,~ = r by taking the sequence 1, 2,..., r and inserting m - 1 
barriers in the r - 1 slots between numbers (p, is then the number of 
integers between barriers j - 1 and j). To have the conditions 
'(CT,+ 1)<a(qj+2)< "' <O(q,+l) 
for 0 6 j < m - 1 we must be sure that we place a barrier between j and 
,j+ 1 if a(j) > a( j+ 1). Thus we must reserve e(a) barriers for these slots, 
hence the condition m - 1 3 e(a), and then we have m - 1 - e(o) remaining 
barriers that can be freely placed in r-e(c) - 1 slots, hence 
d(r, m, a) = 
[ 
r-e(o)- 1 
1 m-r(a)-1 . 





m=r,(n)+l rrn 1 m-e(o)-1 
We claim this is equal to (- 1)“(0)/r2[:,(o~], which would complete the 
proof of (G.C-B-H-D) under the simplifying assumptions. To verify this 
claim observe that if we set k=e(a) + 1, m = k +j, and IZ = r- k, the 
identity claimed is 
=(k-VQB(n+l k), 
(k+n)! ’ 
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But I,;= 0 ( - 1 )jxj( ;) = ( 1 - x)” and so 
n (-1)’ n c- 
0 j-0 k+j j 
=i~o(-l)q'x~+k-'dx(;) 
0 
= l(l -x)“xkP1dx=B(?r+ 1,k). 
s 0 
We will not continue with this method in the general case, except that 
the above combinatorial argument will be needed again. 
3. PROOF BY VOLTERRA EXPANSIONS 
Let .d be a graded associative algebra with identity over R, so 
d=d~@d,@d*@~~~, with .do= R, where S$ is the subspace of 
elements homogeneous of degree j, and *FX$. ~4~ c .4+ k. Let .ET? denote the 
algebra of formal power series generated by ~2, so elements of ,c? are 
CT!, uj with ai E 4 with the obvious algebraic structure, and convergence 
defined by 
f ai -+ f a, 
/=O /=O 
means for each j there exists N(j) such that a,(n) = a, for all j 3 N(j). We 
also assume that .d is generated by do and &, and that s&‘, is finite dimen- 
sional. An example is the free associative algebra generated by a finite set of 
indeterminates, with ~4, being the vector space generated by the indeter- 
minates. In .r9 or d the bracket operator [AB] is defined to be the com- 
mutator AB - BA, and an element of d is said to be a Lie element if it is in 
the Lie algebra generated by Cd, (in .G? if it is in the closure of the Lie 
algebra generated by SZ!,). We denote by .QZ(‘) and s&‘) the subspaces of 
elements with zero s&‘o component. 
Now consider a piecewise continuous (of course this condition may 
be considerably relaxed) function U: [0, T] + .d (in other words 
u(t) = c,Yo u,(t) and each u,(t) is continuous to the finite dimensional 
vector space z&). If A(t) is another such function then the differential 
equation 
u’(r) = u(t) A(t) (D.E) 
is merely an abbreviation for the infinite system of equations 
u:,(t)= ~ Uj(t)A,~j(t). 
(DE,) 
j=O 
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Since each equation (D.E,,) is a system of linear ordinary differential 
equations, there is no ambiguity in what is meant by a solution of (D.E), 
and in fact the usual existence and uniqueness theorem implies that the 
initial value problem (1.V.P) consisting of (D.E) and u(0) = a~,d has a 
unique solution. In particular, if A(t) = A is constant, we denote the 
solution by a expt A. It is easy to see that a expt A = a(& 1 + C,“=O (Ay/n!)) 
if A = cl + A, and A, has zero X& component. 
THEOREM 3.1. The solution to the general (1.V.P) with A(t) taking 
values in -&, is given by u(t) = a exp z(t) and z(t) is a Lie element given by 
(G.C-B-H-D). 
Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that d is the free 
associative algebra generated by &, , for if we solve the (1.V.P) there we can 
project the solution back to A. We use the criterion of Friedrichs (see 
Jacobson [J, p. 1703) to show z(t) is a Lie element. Let 6 denote the 
“diagonal” homomorphism from d to JO 2 determined by 6( 1) = 1 @ 1 
and 6(x) = x 0 1 + 10~ for x E cd1. To show that z E 2 is a Lie element it 
suffices to show 6(z) = z 0 1 + 10 z. 
Now without loss of generality we may take a = 1. Since A,(t) = 0 by 
assumption it is easy to integrate (D.E,) term-by-term or equivalently use 
the Neumann series directly on (1.V.P) to obtain the Volterra expansion 
u(t)= 1 + f i‘ A(s,)A(s,)...A(s,)ds 
,I=, 7-,(l) 
and hence u(t) = exp z(t) where 
A(s,) . . . A(s,) ds (*I 
T”(f) 
and both series converge in d. To apply the Friedrichs’ test to z(t) it suf- 
fices to show s(u(t)) = u(t)@u(t) (see Jacobson [J, p. 1733). We do this by 
showing that both &u(t)) and u(t) @ u(t) satisfy the same initial value 
problem, namely 
.f’(t) =J’(t)(A(t)O 1 + 1 0 A(t)) 
and f(0) = 1 @ 1. In fact this is obvious for u(t) 0 u(t), while for &u(t)) it 
follows by computing 
=G(u(t))(A(t)Ol+lOA(t)) 
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since A(t) E JX&, and of course 6( u(0)) = 6( 1) = 10 1. Thus by uniqueness of 
solutions of initial value problems &u(t)) = u(t) 0 u(t) hence z(t) is a Lie 
element. 
To obtain (G.C-B-H-D) we expand out the powers in (*), apply 
Dynkin’s theorem to each term and use some combinatorial argument to 
simplify the result. For each fixed positive integer r consider all ways of 
writing r =p, + . . . fp, for p.i positive integers, and set q. = 0 and 
qi=pl + ... +p, forj>, 1. Then (*) expanded out says 
z(t)= f Z(-*)“~‘jA(s,)...A(s,)ds, 
r=l p, m 
where the integral is taken over the region given by the inequalities 
o<s,< ... <s,,<t, o-a,,+,< ‘.. <s,,<t ,..., o<.~y,m,+,< ... <s,_<t. 
Applying Dynkin’s theorem we obtain 
z(t)= z plJ-‘j [ ... [A(s,) A&)] ... ] A(s,)] ds r=l p, mr 
with the integral over the same region. Finally, by the same combinatorial 
arguments given in Section 2 this simplifies to 
(G.C-B-H-D) 
x C ... CAk,,,,) A(s,,,,)l... 1 A(.~,,,,)1 ds. Q.E.D. 
For most applications the conditions of the theorem, specifically the con- 
dition that r;S, be finite dimensional, are too restrictive. Nevertheless, the 
proof can be extended without difficulty. Rather than attempting to give a 
general formulation, we discuss an important special case, that of nonlinear 
systems of ordinary differential equations. Let M denote a C” manifold of 
dimension d, and V(M) denote the space of C” vector fields on M. Thus 
elements of V(M) are smooth sections of the tangent bundle TM, 
functions A from M to TM with A(x) in the libre over X. Consider con- 
tinuous functions A(f) from an interval [0, T] to V(M). Then (D.E) 
u(t) = A(t)(u(t)) is a nonlinear differential equation for U: [0, T] -+ M, and 
together with the initial condition u(0) = a forms an initial value problem 
(1.V.P) which has a unique solution on some perhaps smaller interval 
[0, TO]. In particular, if A(t) = A is constant, we denote the solution by 
exp t A(a), and this is usually called the flow or local one-parameter group 
generated by the vector field A. 
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In order to bring this (1.V.P) into a form similar to that of the theorem, 
we linearize the problem by considering the action on smooth functions 
L,f(a) =f(u(t)). Then by the chain rule L, satisfies the differential 
equation 
where A . V denotes the first order linear partial differential operator 
on C”(M) associated with A (in local coordinates A . V~(X) = 
A’(x)(~f/~x’)(x)) and of course the initial conditions L, = I. This suggests 
the previous set-up with &, equal to the vector fields Y(M) and .r9 equal to 
the partial differential operators on M. Of course V(M) is not finite dimen- 
sional, and there is only a formal connection between the operator L, and 
an element of ~2 via Taylor’s theorem. However, this interpretation does 
lead to the observation that it is the Lie algebra structure of V(M) con- 
sidered as differential operators, [A, B] V = A . V B. V - B. V A V that 
will enter into the correct formulation of (G.C-B-H-D) in this context. We 
state the result in asymptotic form. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any n 2 1, the solution of the nonlinear (1.V.P) has the 
form exp(z,,(t) + @t”+‘))(a) as t + 0 where 
x C ... CA(s,,,,)A(s,,,, )] ] A(+,,)] ds. (G.C-B-H-D,,) 
Proof: The (1.V.P) is equivalent to the integral equation (I.E.) 
L,f=f+J;L,~A(s)*Vfds which wecanabbreviate as (I-N) L=Zwhere 
N is the integral operator on functions F, from CO, T] to operators on 
F-(M) given by 
(NF),= j’F,nA(s).Vds 
0 
and I stands for the identity operator. Now a purely algebraic computation 
shows 
(I-N)(L-;oN/I)= -N”+‘l 
and from the form of N it follows that (Nn+ ’ I), = 0(,“+‘) and Z- N is 
invertible for small t so we have the Volterra expansion 
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(v)L==z+& N’Z+O(t”+‘). Ag ain on purely algebraic grounds, if we 
define 
then 
Now the proof of the previous theorem shows z, = z,(t). V because this is 
a purely algebraic identity. Thus we have 
I+ c n (‘“(‘).v)k=L+O(t”+l) &=I k! 
On the other hand, we also have 
f(exp z,(t)(a))= I+ 
by (V) applied to the (I.V.P.) for exp z,(t). Thus altogether f(u(t)) = 
f(exp z,(t)(a) + O(Y+‘)) and we obtain u(t)=exp z,(t)(a) + O(f”+‘) by 
taking forfcoordinate functions. Q.E.D. 
An important special case in control theory is when A(t) takes values in 
a finite dimensional space of vector fields, say with basis X, ,..., X,. Thus 
‘4(t)= i ;l,(t)X, 
j= I 
for scalar-valued continuous functions J,(t), and the formula for z,(t) in 
terms of the 2, functions is easily seen to be 
x [ ... [X,,X,,] . ‘. ] X,]. 
In particular, if the manifold is a Lie group G, and X, ,..., X,, is a basis for 
the Lie algebra (thought of as left invariant differential operators on G), 
then the result holds where exp is the usual exponential map from the Lie 
algebra to G. 
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Next we consider the question of convergence of (G.C-B-H-D). Of 
course we must work in the analytic category, so we assume the manifold 
M is real analytic and so are the vector fields A(t). It is not necessary to 
assume that the dependence on t is analytic; it suffices to assume that the 
analytic growth conditions 
(A.G.C) 
hold uniformly in t (in some neighborhood of t = 0 and locally in x). This 
would follow, for example, if the mapping t -+ A(t) extends to a continuous 
mapping to complex analytic vector fields in a fixed neighborhood of M in 
its complexification. 
LEMMA 3.3. Assume (A.G.C) and let f(x) he analytic on 44. Then 
I(A(t,)*V)...(A(t,,)-V)f(x)l <M,r;n! locally in x ifall tj satisfy it,1 <E 
(E may vary with x). 
Proqf In local coordinates 
A(t;)-V= i A*(+& 
k=l 
and so (A(t,)-V)...(A(t,)-V)f(x) is a sum of d” terms of the form 
(Ak’(t,)(a/axk’)...(Akn(tn)(a/axkn)f( ) x so it suffices to prove the estimate 
for each of these, for we may absorb the d” factor into r;. To simplify 
notation, we need to show that \(LJ/ax)’ fi(x)l < Mrl%! implies 
Now (fi(x)(8/8x)k,).~~(f,,(x)(8/i3x)k,)f,+,(x) is a sum of n! terms of 
the form f, (x)((a/8x)‘2f2(x))...((8/8x)zn+1f,+,(x)) where c(~,..., tl,,, , are 
multi-indices such that ltxz (+ ... + ICI,,, I 1 = n, and each such term is 
estimated by M”+ ‘r”+ ’ n;_‘i (aj!). Thus we need an estimate 
2 n;_‘; (ai!) < 2”n!. This is a purely combinatorial argument, and 
proceeds by induction. We will use the crude estimate ~1, ! d Igj I!, but we 
must be careful because we have n! summands, and the largest summand is 
equal to n!. The estimate is obvious for n = 1. In passing from n - 1 to n we 
are adding one more derivative, which can be placed on any of n functions. 
Thus, aside from relabelling the index j, each term n,“_ 2 ) cz, I ! gets replaced 
by 
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(the last term occurs when the derivative is placed onf2). This amounts to 
an increase by the factor 1 + C;t- = 2 ( Iak 1 + 1) = 2n. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Similar results may be found in Nelson [Ne]. 
It follows easily that we can estimate 
and hence obtain the convergence of the Volterra series (V) as IZ + cc for 
sufficiently small t. Not only that, but the terms c,“=, N’Z are all small, so 
we may use the convergence of the logarithmic power series log( 1 + 4’) = 
C,“=, (( - I)“- ‘/m) y” for 1 yl < 1 to show L = lim, _ r (I+ C; =, zt/n!) for 
small t and comparing with the Volterra series for exp z,,(t) we obtain 
24(t)=lim,,, exp z,(t) for small t. In this sense (G.C-B-H-D) is a 
convergent series 
Note, however, that we have not asserted the absolute convergence of 
(G.C-B-H-D). The best general estimate for [ ... [A(s,(,,) A(s,,,,)] ... ] 
A(s,,,,)] is Mr”n!, the volume of T,,(t) is t”/n!, and so the best estimate for 
the absolute convergence would be C,“= , I,, p, M(rt)“/n’[‘&,‘]. Unfor- 
tunately this expression diverges, essentially because there are n! per- 
mutations in P, (the factor [‘&,’ ] ~ ’ does help, but not nearly enough). 
In the special case of a finite dimensional Lie group (or homogeneous 
space of a Lie group) we do have absolute convergence of 
The reason is that since [X,X,] = C,‘=, yjikXk for some structural constants 
yqk we have the estimate 
for some constant c 
Another context in which we can interpret (G.C-B-H-D) as a convergent 
series is that of differential equations in a Banach algebra (e.g., the Banach 
algebra of bounded operators on a Banach space). Thus we consider the 
linear (1.V.P) u’(t) = u(t) A(t), u(O) = a where u(t) and A(t) take values in a 
Banach algebra with identity. Say A(t) is bounded and piecewise con- 
tinuous with ilA(s)ll <M for 0 <s < t. Then by the same reasoning as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 and the fact that the Volterra expansion is the same 
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as the Picard iteration which converges in this context, we deduce that 
(G.C-B-H-D) converges to the solution for small I. The point is that we 
can now estimate that absolute convergence takes place if Mt d 1. For the 
r-fold commutator the best estimate for the norm is 2’M’ because it is a 
sum of 2’ terms each of norm bounded by M’ (of course in specific exam- 
ples one would hope to do much better because of cancellations). For the 
combinatorial terms we have the estimate 
r-l -’ 
c( ) 
< ~2 ’ yf yli2. 
otp, e(a) ’ . 
To see this we let d(r) e) denote the number of permutations CJ E P, with 
e(o) = e, and h(r, e) = (‘6 ‘) -’ d(r, e), so that 
Now the recursion relation 
d(r,e)=(e+l)d(r-l,e)+(r-e)d(r-l,e-1) 
follows by considering inserting the integer r into the sequence 
4 1 L a(r - 1). This increases the error by one if r is inserted at the begin- 
ning or between two terms in order, and does not change the error if r is 




and by summing and reindexing 
ran I 
C h(r,e)=2r~2(e+1!~~ep’)h(r-1,e). 
<’ = 0 C’ = 0 
Now we use the crude estimate 
r even 
r odd 
hence by induction (for r even), 
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and simple estimates using Stirling’s formula show the last product is of the 
order rlJ2. 
Combining all these estimates with the volume estimate f/r! for T,(t) we 
obtain the absolute domination of (G.C-B-H-D) by the series 
C,“=, c M’ tr rp312 which converges for Mt d 1. It is interesting to compare 
this convergence with the convergence of (C-B-H-D). If x and y are 
elements of the Banach algebra with llxll <M and 11 yll 6 M, then simple 
estimates how that (C-B-H-D) converges absolutely if e”“‘- 1 < 1, or in 
other words if M< 4 log 2, whereas the (G.C-B-H-D) expansion for 
the same problem converges absolutely if M< f. It is in this sense that 
(G.C-B-H-D) gives better convergence stimates than (C-B-H-D). 
Of course it is evident that there is still a great deal of cancellation that 
has not been exploited in the above estimates, so one could hope to obtain 
nonabsolute convergence on a large interval. To see that this is an 
interesting question recall that the spectral theorem implies that an 
arbitrary unitary operator U on a Hilbert space can be written U = exp S 
for S a skew-adjoint bounded operator with I/ SII 6 n. Because $ < rc we can- 
not yet apply (C-B-H-D) to products of unitary operators. 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SUB-RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY 
Suppose X and Y are vector fields on a three-dimensional manifold 
(since we are interested in local questions we can assume the manifold is a 
neighborhood of the origin in R3). Set Z= [XY] and assume that X, Y, Z 
form a basis for the tangent space at every point. Chow’s theorem says that 
solutions of the differential equation (D.E) 
u’(t)=a(t)X(u(t))+h(t) Y(u(t)) 
for approximate choices of the control functions a(t) and b(t) suffice to join 
any two points (at least locally). Using (G.C-B-H-D) we can give a more 
precise statement. Let us call the initial point the origin, and introduce 
exponential coordinates 
(x,y,z)=exp(xX+yY+zZ) 
in a neighborhood of the origin. Then (G.C-B-H-D,) says that the solution 
of (D.E) with u(O) = (0, 0,O) in exponential coordinates is 
(N(a), N(b)> t(N(ma)) - NaNb)))) + Wt’), (*) 
where N is the integral operator Na(t) = St, a(s) ds. 
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It is easy to see now that by the appropriate choice of control functions 
we can make (*) take on any value, ignoring the 0(P) error term. Since 
x(t) and ~(1) are 0(t) and z(t) is 0(r’), it is easy to get rid of the error term 
by using the implicit function theorem. 
We get a problem in optimal control if we put a “cost” function on the 
paths and ask for the solution of (D.E) that joins the origin to (x, J: z) for 
the least cost. The simplest choice is 
which corresponds to making X and Y on orthonormal basis for a sub- 
Riemannian metric (a Riemannian metric on a subbundle of the tangent 
bundle with the bracket generating property; see [Br2, M, S, T]). 
Equivalently we can require a(s)* + b(s)* = 1 and look for the path that 
minimizes t. We call the minimum value the distance to the origin of 
(x, I’, t) in the sub-Riemannian metric, and denote it by d(x, y, z). Let us 
also consider the corresponding distance d, (x, y, s) if there were no error 
term in (*). In other words d, (x, ~9, z) is the minimum value of t for which 
(Na), N(h), +(fwu)) - N(uN(h)))) = t-x, I‘, =I 
and a(s)‘+ h(s)‘= 1. We claim that it is possible to compute d, exactly. 
This has been done by several authors [Br2, K, Na]) using the Heisenberg 
group model (this involves choosing X and Y so that [XZ J = [ YZ] = 0, in 
which case (G.C-B-H-D) = (G.C-B-H-D,) exactly). But we can supply a 
very simple solution, based on the classical isoperimetric inequality: 
Corresponding to the controls a(s), h(s), for O<s6 t consider the curve 
in the plane l;(s) = (rl (s), yz(s)) = (Na(s), A%(s)). Note that 
r,(O)=?,(O)=0 and ~;(s)=a(s), y;(s) =h(s), so the curve starts at the 
origin and is parametrized by arc-length. The curve y must terminate at 
y(t) = (x, v) and we must have 
t I:(Y(s);,(s)-y;(s)~,(s))ds=z~ 1 
But this just says the area bounded by the curve and the straight line 
segment joining (x, y) to the origin must have prescribed value z. Thus by a 
variant of the isoperimetric theorem (consider the closed curve obtained by 
completing y by adding on the remaining circular arc) we know that ‘r must 
be an arc of a circle (when ; = 0, y is a straight line). 
Now if r denotes the radius of the circle then we have 
,,J=(r(COS(T)-cosF),r(sin(F)-sin:)) 
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for an appropriate phase cp, with y(t) = (x, y) for some value t in 
0 6 t 6 27~. A simple computation shows z = (r2/2)((t/r) - sin( t/r)) and 
y=( 1 -cos’)/(i-sin’) 
which uniquely determines t/r because the function q(s) = 
(1 - cos s)/(s - sin s) decreases from CC to 0 on [0, 2711. Thus we obtain the 
result (for z # 0) 
or 
The first expression is good in a region where x2 + y2/41zl is bounded away 
from zero, say x2+y2>41z1, for then n=cpP’((x2+y2)/41z1) is bounded 
away from 27t so 
lim, _ 0 1JJiGZ = fi 
L/J- remains bounded. in fact 
so we obtain d, (x, y, 0) = d&-$ in the limit 
if we let z -+ 0. The second expression is good in a region where x2 + y2/41zl 
is bounded say x2 + y2<41z(, for then I is bounded away from 0, so 
A/Jzzt is bounded. In particular, if x2 + y2 =0 then L=27t and 
d(0, 0, z) = 2 & fi. 
From these exact expressions we obtain the estimate 
d, (A Y, z) = O((l-~l + I yl + 14”2)). 
In fact it is not hard to establish this estimate for either d, or d by crude 
considerations (see [M] or [S]). We claim, however, the more precise 
result 
0, Y, z) = d, (A Y, z) + W(lxl + I YI + IzI”~)~‘~). 
To see this, consider using the same controls that give the optimal path for 
the d, metric, but now for the original (D.E). The path has the same length 
t = d, (x, y, z), but now terminates in the point (x, y, z) + 0(t’). Hence 
4(x, Y, z) + O(r3)) d t so 
dd d, + d(O(t3)) d d, + O(d3’2) 1 
by the triangle inequality and the crude estimate for d. For the converse 
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inequality consider the optimal controls for (D.E) to terminate at (.u, J‘, z) 
and obtain 
d, ((x, y, z) + O(f3)) < f 4x, .I’, z) 
and then by the same reasoning as before d, d d + O(dy’ ). 
More generally, suppose we have an n dimensional manifold and a sub- 
bundle of the tangent bundle of constant libre dimension m (sometimes 
called a “distribution” or a “Pfafftan system”) on which a Riemannian 
metric is given (without loss of generality it can be the restriction to the 
subbundle of a Riemannian metric). Locally, this is equivalent to giving m 
linearly independent vector fields XI,..., X,, which are orthonormal with 
respect to the Riemannian metric at each point. If the vector fields X, 
together with all their brackets of all orders generate the full tangent bun- 
dle, then we say that we have a sub-Riemannian metric, and we can define 
a metric by taking the inlininuum of the lengths of all curves joining two 
points whose tangents lie in the sub-bundle (by Chow’s theorem such 
curves exist). In other words, the inlinuum of 16 (Cyz, a,(.~)~)‘/~ & where 
the solution of 
joins the two points from s = 0 to s = t. 
Now let us choose vector fields Z, ,..., Z, ,~, (locally) so that at each 
point X, ,..., X,, Z, ,..., Z, ~ ,~ form a basis for the tangent space. Fix a base 
point P, and consider exponential coordinates (x, ,..., x,, zI ,..., z,, ,>,) in a 
neighborhood of P by associating to the coordinates (x, z) the point 
exp(x, z) equal to the value u( 1) of the solution of the initial value problem 
u’(t)= f xixj(u(t))+‘y’z,z,(z4(t)), u(0) = P. 
j= I k=l 
Let d(x, z) denote the distance in the sub-Riemannian metric from P to 
exp(x, z). A basic problem is to obtain an asymptotic expression for d(x, z) 
near the origin. In general this will depend on the choice of the vector fields 
Z,, but there is one special case where we can obtain a general result. 
Consider the special case where XI,..., X,,, is 2-step bracket generating, 
meaning the X, and [X,X,] suffices to span the tangent bundle. Then by 
crude estimate ([M] or [S]), we have d(x, z) = 0( 1x1 + Iz] “*). Now if we 
write 
,=I k=l 
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for functions A,, and pLpyk, then the value of d(x, z) is determined up to 
O((IxJ + JzI 1’2)3’2) by the values LPti(P) and pP+(P). The reason for this is 
that we then have 
CqJ-,I= yp,+ f I,,i(P)X,+nCm~pqi(P)Zk, 
,= I k=l 
where YPy is a vector field vanishing at P, and the solution of 
u’(t) = Cj’=, ai X,(u(r)), u(0) = P by (G.C-B-H-D,) is 
2 xj(f)X/fnfmzk(t)Zk+ Y(r)+O(t3) ) 
j= I k=l > 
where 
xj(z) = N(aj) + C t npqj(p) N(aqN(up) - upN(aq)), 
PGY 
zk tt) = 1 f ppyk cp) N(a,N(ap) - a,N(%,)), 
PC4 
Y(f) = c wqw,) - a,m,)) Y,,. 
PGY 
But now Y(t) may be absorbed into the O(t3) term because 
N(u,N(u,) - u,,N(u,)) is O(t’) and Y,, vanishes at P and is differentiable. 
Then, reasoning as before, we find 
d(x, z) = d, (x, z) + O(( 1x1 + IZI “2)3’2), 
where d, (x, z) is the infinuum of s& (x.‘= , u;(s)‘)“” As over all controls for 
which x,(t) = xj and zk (t) = zk where xj( t) and zk (t) are given above. 
Concerning the equations for x,(t) and zk (t) we make two remarks. 
First, they do not have to correspond to any honest vector fields, so there 
need not be a “model case.” Ther reason for this is that if we try to impose 
the commutation relations 
[‘,‘ql =I ‘Ipqj(p) gji+c Apqk(p) 2k and [y,,, 2,] = 0 
we may violate the Jacobi identities. Second, we can eliminate the A,,(P) 
terms at the cost of changing the basis X, ,..., X,. In fact we are free to 
choose X’, ,..., X:, by X; = CT=, R,,X, where R, are function such that at 
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each point the matrix { Rlk) is orthogonal. To simplify matters we take 
( Rik} = I at the point P. Then a simple computation shows 
[x;&l = Y;, + 1 (&,,(P) + l&R,,- x,R,,)(P)) X; 
i- 1 
,I 1,, 
+ c P/Jyk(p)zk, 
k=l 
where Yiy (P) = 0. Thus we need to solve the equations 
for j= l,..., m. Note that E.,,, = -I.,, since [X,X,] = -[X,X,]. Also, we 
are free to choose the values X,R,(P) arbitrarily, subject only to the con- 
ditions X, Rq,( P) = -X, R,, (P) which is needed for R to be orthogonal 
(the vectors X,(P) are linearly independent and can be completed and 
extended to n commuting vector fields in a neighbourhood of P). We can 
now simply write down the solution of this algebraic problem, namely 
(the verification is a simple exercise). However, while it is certainly true 
that eliminating the Ap,(P) terms simplifies the equations for xi(t) and 
zk(t), there may be reasons for choosing not to do so, since a change in the 
basis X, ,..., X, results in a change in the exponential coordinates, and the 
original coordinates might have special properties, such as group 
invariance (this would happen if X ,,..., X,, Z ,,..., Z, m generate a finite 
dimensional Lie algebra), which would be lost in the passage to new 
coordinates. 
The usefulness of the asymptotic equality of d(x, z) and d, (x, z) depends 
on how much information concerning d, (x, z) we can obtain. One simple 
observation is the homogeneity 
d, (rx, r’z) = r d, (x, z) 
in the case when A,w(P) = 0, because the equations for xi(t) and z,(t) have 
this homogeneity. Thus we have the asymptotic homogeneity d(rx, r2z) = 
rd(x, z) + 0(r3”) as r -+ 0. 
Ideally, we would like an explicit expression for d, (x, z). This seems 
likely only in special cases. For the case of maximal codimension, 
n-m = m(m - 1)/2, see Brockett [Br2]. In the case of codimension one, 
n-m = 1, we can reduce the problem to the three dimensional case 
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together with a transcendental equation. In this case we can write the 
equations as 
z(t) = + c Ppq N(Q,NQp) - up Ma,)) 
PGY 
for a skew-symmetric constant matrix pLpy. By the canonical form for skew- 
symmetric real matrices, we can make a constant orthogonal change of 
basis to bring the equations into the form 
Xj(t) = N(aj), j=1,2 )...) q ) [ 1 
Y,O) = Vb,)> 
Cm/21 
Z(‘) = 4 C P, N(6j N(Q,) - Uj N(h,)), 
/=I 
where we have partitioned the x-variables into x and y pairs (if m is odd 
there is one extra x variable that “goes along for the ride,” but we wili 
assume for simplicity that m is even). Now we need to minimize the value 
of 
r (aj(sJ2 + 6,(sJ’))li2 ds. 
/=I 
By standard arguments this is equivalent to fixing the length of the interval, 
say t = 1, and minimizing the energy integral 
I mi2 
Ix o ,=, (aj(~~)2+6,(S)2)ds, 
in which case the length is equal to the square root of the energy integral. 
But the energy integral is additive in j, so the energy minimizing curve 
must break up into the superposition of m/2 energy minimizing curves of 
the three dimensional problem: minimize s: (a,(.~)~) + 6,(s)*) ds subject to 
the conditions 
xj = N("j)( l), y, = N(6j)( l)t 
'I _ I 
---sN(6jN(u,)-u,N(b,))(l) 
pi 
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and where z=z, + ... +z,,~. But this is the problem we solved above, and 
so the solution has energy d, (x,, y,, z,/p,)‘. Thus we have 
where the infinum is taken over all zI such that Z, + + z,,,,,~ = z. Now the 
substitution (1 - cos s,)/(s, - sin sj) = ((x,’ + $)/4z,) p, reduces the problem 
to minimizing C ((x,’ + y,2)/2) $/( 1 - cos sj) subject to the condition 
The method of Lagrange multipliers shows that we must have s, = 1 p, 
for a fixed constant I which then must satisfy the transcendental equation 
and then 
Perhaps a better picture of what is going on is obtained by describing 
the spiral curves which achieve this minimum length. They are all of the 
form 
.x,(s)=r,(cos(~,ujis+ cp,)-cos cpj), 
v,(S) = r,(sin(E, /Jp + 9,) -sin Cp,)? 
m/2 r2 
z(s) = 1 + pj (i p,s - sin p pLI.r): 
,=I 
where the radii r, and phases ‘pi may be chosen arbitrarily, and I is subject 
to the restriction I;1 piI d 27~ for all j (i.e., I;11 d 2rc/max ,u,). 
Finally, while it would seem natural to apply (G.C-B-H-D) to study 
analogous problems in the case where higher order commutators are 
needed to span the tangent space, we remark that there are a number of 
difficulties to be overcome. In the first place, there are no model cases 
which have been explicitly solved. In the second place, we can no longer 
ignore error terms in the form of vector fields vanishing at a point, because 
they contribute O(t’) terms which are now significant. We hope that in the 
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